CONTACT

KAMP SOVINJE
HR-23212 Tkon, Croatia
https://www.fkksovinje.hr/en
e-mail: sovinje@tkon.hr
facebook:
https://www.facebook.com/fkk.sovinje/

Please share on your Facebook page!

RESERVATION AND INFO
1. Online web reservation
2. Mob: +385 (0)98 314 045
3. Tel.: +385 (0)23 285 010
(from 1st April till 10th October)

Address:
DR UŠ TV O N A T U R IS T A H RV A TS KE ( DN H )
Zelinska 5
HR-10000 ZAGREB
CROATIA
http://www.dnh.hr
e-mail: dnh@dnh.hr
facebook: https://www.facebook.com/naturisti.dnh/

Please share on your Facebook page!

FKK Sovinje is located on the island of Pašman, directly
by the sea and 2 km from Tkon in a quiet environment of
unspoiled nature in a pine forest surrounded by olive
groves. The camp provides a real vacation and relaxation
with two sandy beaches, crystal clear sea and the chirping
of birds. Surrounded by lush Mediterranean vegetation, it
is an ideal place for those who want to escape from the
city bustle and stress of everyday life.
Naturist camp Sovinje is a true oasis of peace and
tranquillity, situated in a pine forest with two beautiful
sandy beaches and it guarantees a relaxing dream
holiday to all of its guests.
The island of Pašman has numerous interesting places
that you can visit, some of which are the Benedictine
monastery from the 12th century on Čokovac hill and the
Byzantine fortress of Pustograd from the 3rd century.

CAMP

PLOTS

GLAMPING TENTS

The camp has a capacity for 250 people and offers
accommodation in mobile homes, glamping tents and
plots. The camp has a playground for children, table
tennis, basketball and volleyball, sanitary facilities,
showers on the beach, a common space for barbecues,
a camper service and other. At the camp, you can also
rent bicycles. Pets are welcome.

FKK Sovinje offers accommodation on plots in a pine forest
and olive groves by the sea. Each plot has electricity and
water. The plots are divided into zones due to their purpose
– motorhomes, camper trailers and tents.

FKK Sovinje also offers accommodation in glamping tents
that are simple and comfortable in design and meet all the
requirements of the modern guest, providing luxurious
accommodation in a separate part of the campsite. The
glamping tent consists of a bedroom and a living room in
one, kitchen and bathroom with shower. The tents are
modern and equipped with air conditioning, satellite TV,
Wi-Fi internet.

Other contents (restaurants and cafes, a post office,
shops, tourist info centre ...) are located in Tkon, 2 km
from the camp. Tkon also has a ferry port, which
connects Pašman with Biograd na moru.
The camp's location is ideal for discovering the island
since this area has cycling and walking routes suitable
for all ages and physical fitness.
Daily and multi-day trips excursions are organized.
Camp guests can choose from excursions to the
national parks of Plitvice Lakes and Krka and can go on
a boat trip to the National Park Kornati.

MOBILE HOMES
FKK Sovinje offers accommodation in spacious and
comfortable mobile homes. The mobile homes are fully
equipped, have electricity, water, air conditioning, satellite
TV and Wi-Fi internet.
Each mobile home has two bedrooms, two bathrooms, a
living room, equipped kitchen, terrace with view of the sea
and a parking place.

